RIG: NOBLE AL WHITE

RIG | Noble Al White  
---|---
Type | Off-shore  
Location | Netherlands  
Contractor | Noble Drilling  

Top Drive System

| Model: | TDS8S (GE AC Motor)  
| Deliever: | NOV  
| Total Power: | 1150 HP  
| Total inertia: | Jtd = 1740 kg.m2  
| Drilling motor: | GE 5GEB20  
| VFD | VACON PA15006NOIWG  

EPST implementation | November 2010  
Down time | 65 minutes  

Specials | Twin top-drive  
Added functionality | Auto WOB  
| Auto ROP  

EPST TURNED ON AT 60
In one stick slip period the stick slip is migrated.

EPST TURNED OFF AT 150
After the EPST is turned off the stick slip is returned.